FACT SHEET

Business Development
as a Service

Let’s increase your revenue
up4distribution works hand in hand with startups and entrepreneurs to accelerate their business by directly addressing speciﬁc
target audiences.
We know how to generate leads and turn them into revenue. Gain new customers with the help of our expertise: Social selling.

Gain revenue through Social Selling

Who we are
up4distribution is your expert in Social Selling! We love to help you grow and
increase your revenue through our established and approved Social Selling
processes - toghether we can make it happen.

First, we identify your target customers.
Then we start building a valuable ecosystem for your target audience.
Together, we gain recurring customer engagement.
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Continuously, we adapt and improve your solid topic ecosystem.

How Social Business Development works

LinkedIn Proﬁle Optimisation
We improve your LinkedIn proﬁle by bringing it
to a professional level based on LinkedIn

01 Onboarding and Kick-Off

requirements and your future customers’ needs.
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Generation of perfect Leads

Together we setup our collaboration and
communication environment.
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Continuous visibility improvements

Grow your B2B ecosystem everyday and

Day by day we work on your reach by

achieve

posting valuable tips and tricks through

high

engagement

with

our

ad-free posts and articles.

community about your mission.

Continuous interaction with
your target audience
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Onboarding of your new customers

Wide-ranging communication with your

Congratulations, you did it! Now you can

target audience is indispensable for

ﬁnally onboard your new customers and

convincing them of your knowledge and

start working!

competences.

Let's get started

Let’s talk
Skype
Teams
GoogleMeet

Suitable for startups
Let’s start by arranging a free 30-minute
remote demo.

More from up4d
Investor Search as a service
Scale Up Services

Our services are tailor-made to ﬁt your
speciﬁc needs and budgets.
We continuously improve and adapt our
strategy to guarantee success.

You're invited!
We greatly care about transparency and direct, genuine communication. This is why we deﬁne short working iterations in order for
you to keep full control of your mission.
By working
withInfo
us, you additionally proﬁt from the convenient time shift between Europe and South-East Asia: we work whileSite
youMap
are
Contact
still soundly sleeping.
We are looking forward to getting in contact with you and to a fruitful collaboration!

Schedule a meeting

up4distribution GmbH, Switzerland
up4distribution Co., Ltd., Vietnam

Mr. Thomas Kistler

htps:/w .up4distrbution.ch/meting-with-jan/ htps:/w .linkedin.com/inup4d-janhub ch/
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